


Nordik Moss from Benholm
gives you a huge range of
beautifully natural, creative
possibilities to define,
complement and enhance
interior spaces. From feature
walls and framed panels to
logo cut-outs and shapes, this
virtually maintenance-free
preserved moss can make a
long-lasting impact on any
room. 
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Why use Nordik Moss? Highly Versatile 
Virtually Maintenance Free 
Significant Acoustic Properties

Sustainable choice

www.benholm.com/nordik-moss/

Nordik Moss is a sustainable resource that is harvested by hand from the forest floor, and is 100%
biodegradable. The moss is treated to preserve it using a natural mineral process. This means it does not
grow or need any looking after. It is then coloured and we create our moss installations by hand, tuft by
tuft, just as you want them.
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https://www.benholm.com/plants/


Biophilic Design (noun) :
derived from the word
Biophilia which literally
means a love of life. It stems
from the Greek words for
Life (Bios) and Love (Philia). It
has become an important
concept for blending the
principles of Biophilia with
Architectural Best Practice

“Bringing the outside, inside.”
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https://www.benholm.com/biophilic-design/


Create beautiful spaces
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Creativity
Preserved
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We provide a complete service package including;
planning, creation and installation

With Nordik Moss, the creative possibilities are endless,
and whatever your design ideas may be, we can help
bring your vision to life.
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Nordik Moss is light weight and easy to install, with
no complex wall structures required.
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Why choose Benholm Group?

At Benholm Group our creative experts are brimmed full of
ideas, so you don't have to be. 

We've got many years' experience to maximise the benefits of
planting in your environment. 

From concept to installation and ongoing maintenance, we
enhance your venue with minimal disruption to you. Our highly
trained, uniformed maintenance technicians call at optimum
levels to maintain your plant displays and keep them in peak
condition. Any ailing or overgrown plants are replaced free of
charge. 

Our team is on hand to advise and provide you with attractive
proposals that suit your premises both visually and financially. 
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Call us today on 08000 724 723
to arrange a free site visit
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E: mail@benholm.comT:01324 861300 www.benholm.com

Head office | Melons Place | Falkirk | FK2 0BT 


